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Introduction

Counting Solutions can incorporate various technologies, such as cameras, 
radar, and infrared. SD International has developed a user-friendly and main-
tenance-free software based solution that produces valuable information in an 
easy to read format. Our Counting Solutions can be combined with many other 
Sensors to enable you to generate the required data. The organized data can 
be used to make strategic operational and marketing decisions. Along with 
their cost-effectiveness, they provide an ROI in a very short period of time.

Mapping Motion

Organized data storage/ 
analysis

Solutions

Results

Make strategic operational
and marketing decisions

Sensor
technology

Mapping
environment
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Introduction (2)
We offer Counting Solutions on a large scale:
• People
• Time
• Space
etc. 

Our solutions can also provide information on:
• Where people are
• Where people want to be
• Where you want people to be
etc.

“With IMMOTION Solutions anyone can map motion in or-
der to improve your BUSINESS, maximize RESULTS &

profit through efficiency”.
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Our Counting Solutions allow you to make customer count versus sales 
comparisons, determine optimal operating hours and personnel levels, eva-
luate marketing campaigns, adjust or improve your marketing activities, 
and make comparisons between affiliates or employees (Benchmarking).
Our software can be easily integrated with your current software.

Our Counting Solutions provide information that help organizations increase 
profitability and improve operational efficiency.

“Accurate counting traffic that enters your store or
facility empowers organizations to make smarter

business decisions”. 

Why count?
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Determining Your Conversion Ratio
Identify true opportunities and improve your conversion with retail counter 
systems.

Optimize Labor
Managing staff is critical to your operations. Get a better handle on staffing 
and gain clear visibility into staff performance.

Measuring Your Traffic Trends Over Time
Use the traffic counting data to support project funding.

Evaluate Advertising & Promotions Effectiveness
Measure which promotions work best.

Why count (2)

There are several reasons to implement people counters.
Reasons our customers use our Counting Solutions are:
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Industries

Already worldwide usage of our systems...
Our Counting Solutions are used for different types of industries.
To name a few: retail stores, shopping malls, exhibition stands, libraries, 
universities and other public sector facilities.

Already worldwide usage of our solutions...
Already worldwide billions of counts made with our solutions...

Retail Libraries Public sector
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IMMOTION Solutions are being developed with today’s requirements and 
future possibilities in mind. We believe that functionality, flexibility and 
reliability are the key principles.

SD International has developed a user-friendly and maintenance-free 
software based solution that produces valuable information in an easy to 
read format. We offer:
 • The best cost-effective solutions
 • Easy to use systems
 • High quality and specifications
 • Extreme accurate horizontal counting
 • No need to calibrate the sensors
 • Sensor data: in your own network or in the cloud

How we help
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1. Wireless People Counting 

via the internet/network and 

centralized software

2. People Counting with Se-

mi-Automatic data collecting 

using USB People Counters

3. People Counting visible 

through Sensor with

Display

IMMOTION Counting Solutions can incorporate various technologies, such 
as cameras, radar, and infrared. Our Counting Solutions can be combined 
with many other sensors to enable you to generate the required data. Along 
with our software, one produces all the information needed for improving 
business, maximize results & profit through efficiency.

Solutions

Our Key Solutions for People Counting
Select the right people counter
Of course, we assist you in se-
lecting the right Counting Soluti-
on for your business. We consult 
to select a traffic Counting Solu-
tion that best fits the needs of 
your business, based on impor-
tant factors such as traffic den-
sity, accuracy requirements, and 
the physical and environmental 
characteristics of your facility.
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Sensor Network Gateway SensorServer

Sensor Platform in-house

Solutions (2)

SENSOR PLATFORM

Your in-house Sensor Platform uses free SensorServer software to which the 
Sensor Network Gateway connects.

“Software installation within your network”
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Sensor Platform in the Cloud

no use of own network

no software-installation

Solutions (3)

The 3G version of the Sensor Network Gateway connects to the Cloud Service as 
a plug & play solution.

Sensor Network Gateway

“Acces your Sensor data 
from anywhere”

“In the Cloud 
as a Service”

USER
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4.  People Counting and People Detection using universal Contact Sensors
5.  Monitoring door usage using the univeral battery powered Contact Sensor
6.  People Counting using the Build-In People Counter
7.  People Counting using the Smart People Counter
8.  Product Interest Monitoring (Store Monitoring Solution)
9.  Assisted Selling (Real-Time Store Monitoring)

Solutions (4)

More Solutions
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Product overview

plaatje/ uitleg

People Counters
 • Wireless People Counters (uni- and bidirectional)
 • USB People Counters
 • Display People Counters (micro, uni- and bidirectional)

Sensor Platform
 • Sensor Network Gateway
 • SensorServer
 • Cloud Service

Other products at SDI
 • Proximity Sensor
 • Contact Sensor
 • Thru beam small hole sensor
 • Radar Sensor
 • SDI Floor Sensor
 • SDI Laser Sensor
 • Build-In People Counter (EAS)
 • Smartphone App
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Where IMMOTION Solutions can help:

@ Libraries
Receive reliable daily traffic counts by tracking visitors. Find out which are the best locations of 
book or other media displays, how access can be improved and how signs can be more effective 
and efficient. With IMMOTION Solutions you can also improve promotional activities and optimize 
your staffing.

@ Retail/ Shoppings malls
• Determine your conversion ratio
• Advertising and Promotional Evaluations
• Optimize your Staffing
• Strategic Marketing and Operations
Determine the number of visitors in different areas at retail stores and shopping malls. (Wi-
reless) infrared visitor counters detect the direction of visitors’ movement and collects data 
through our Sensor Platform. Create various, valuable reports.

@ Universities/ Public sector
Having an understanding of daily traffic at universities, convention halls, sports complexes, mu-
seums etc., people-counts provide a myriad of benefits. With real-time tracking, one can find 
out where most pedestrian traffic is located. Improve promotional activities, optimize staffing 
and use people counter-data to plan marketing strategies. Use people counter-data for facility 
management and crowd management.

Explained
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How it works
Example configuration Counting Solutions

It is as easy as ‘1-2-3’

1. Software installation
2. Mount counters at place
3. Connect SNG to network

And... Benefit from gained data!

Wireless People Counting via the internet/network 

and centralized software
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About
With over 15 years of experience in the research and development of Sensor Technology, SD 
International offers a wide array of innovative and cost-effective Sensor based products. SD In-
ternational has the right solution for everyone.

Together with specialized partners, SD International has developed Sensors that can provide in-
formation regarding specific measurements. Next to Counting Solutions and capturing merchan-
dising data in retail stores, SD International provides solutions in the field of air quality, acoustic 
levels, energy consumption, and duration of certain activities.

The SD International Counting Solutions are being developed with today’s requirements and fu-
ture possibilities in mind. We believe that functionality, flexibility and reliability are key principles, 
along with easy access to relevant information.

Contact
Sensor Development International B.V.
Kleine Veld 35
NL-7751 BG Dalen
+31 524 55 1454
info@sdinternational.nl
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START COUNTING TODAY
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